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loadbang will be premiering works by Sky Macklay and Jon Yu as well
as performing works by Qi Li, Cristina Lord, Eric Richards, Arshia
Samsaminia, and Carolyn Chen.  
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Micro-Moments VI (NYC Premiere)
Arshia Samsaminia

Like a Dream
music by Qi Li

 text by Li Qingzhao

Matter Level Perspective (World Premiere)
Jon Yu

Runner-up in the 2022 loadbang Commission Competition 

Mnemonic Songs for Mushroom Hunters 
(World Premiere) 

music and text by Sky Macklay 

the state of things 
Cristina Lord 

Winner of the 2018 loadbang Commission Competition 

Fire, Fire! 
music by Eric Richards

text by Thomas Campion

Absence of reliable ghosts
music by Carolyn Chen

text by Divya Victor



New York City-based new music chamber group loadbang is building a new kind of music for
mixed ensemble of trumpet, trombone, bass clarinet, and baritone voice. Since their founding in
2008, they have been praised as ‘cultivated’ by The New Yorker, ‘an extra-cool new music group’
and ‘exhilarating’ by the Baltimore Sun, ‘inventive’ by the New York Times and called a 'formidable
new-music force' by TimeOutNY. Creating 'a sonic world unlike any other' (The Boston Musical
Intelligencer), their unique lung-powered instrumentation has provoked diverse responses from
composers, resulting in a repertoire comprising an inclusive picture of composition today. In New
York City, they have been recently presented by and performed at Miller Theater, Symphony
Space, MATA, and by the Look and Listen Festival; on American tours at Da Camera of Houston,
Rothko Chapel, and the Festival of New American Music at Sacramento State University; and
internationally at Ostrava Days (Czech Republic), China-ASEAN Music Week (China), the Xinghai
Conservatory of Music (China), Shanghai Symphony Hall (China), Visiones Sonoras Festival
(Morelia, Mexico), and the Musikverein (Vienna, Austria).

loadbang has premiered more than 450 works, written by members of the ensemble, emerging
artists, and today's leading composers. Their repertoire includes works by Pulitzer Prize winners
David Lang and Charles Wuorinen; Rome Prize winners Andy Akiho and Paula Matthusen; and
Guggenheim Fellows Chaya Czernowin, George Lewis, and Alex Mincek. loadbang can be heard
on numerous commercial recordings and on record labels including Bridge Records, New Focus
Recordings, NEOS, Another Timbre, and ANALOG Arts. Their most recent releases include Old
Fires Catch Old Buildings, Quiver, and Plays Well With Others, an album of music for loadbang and
string orchestra.

loadbang is dedicated to education and cultivation of an enthusiasm for new music. They have
worked with students ranging from elementary schoolers in the New York Philharmonic's Very
Young Composers program and the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra’s OrchKids Program to
college aged student composers at institutions including Columbia University, Cornell University,
Manhattan School of Music, New York University, Peabody Conservatory, Princeton University,
University of Buffalo, the University of California in San Diego, and Yale University. They are the
ensemble in residency at Cornell University through the Steven Stucky Memorial Residency for
New Music , and through a partnership with the Longy School of Music of Bard College in Boston,
they are on the performance faculty of Divergent Studio, a contemporary music festival for young
performers and composers held each summer. 

and/or

who are we? ostensibly we are a new music quartet with a unique line up of baritone voice, bass
clarinet, trumpet, and trombone. but don’t look at our instruments - look at us. we are four human
beings from radically different walks of life, with interesting, colorful backstories that are just as
unique as our ensemble. 

we have many identities, public and personal, and many interests, which we are happy to share. we
were founded and continue to exist in an act of radical friendship, and we’ll share what that means
and any other amount of stories we have accumulated over the years with any who are interested.

we’ve commissioned a lot of pieces, played at a lot of places, but rather than a list of highlights, we
encourage you to come listen to us with an open mind and heart, and join us afterwards in sharing
how you felt or what you thought. we will always attempt to lean towards sharing and empathy. 

we will make music both for ourselves and our audiences, and we will represent who we are in our
own ways throughout anything that we take on. we love collaboration, we love exploration, we love
intimacy, and we love sharing. come join us on our journey.

BIO:



PROGRAM NOTES AND TEXT:
Sky Macklay - Mnemonic Songs for Mushroom Hunters (2023)

Text by Sky Macklay

1. Opening prayer
 
Oh my! Oh my!
Oh, mycelium in earth and in trees,
Hollowed be thy fruiting bodies.
Give us this day the moisture to fill your cells.
Give us keen eyes to see you well.
Give us the wisdom to eat only the mushroom
That we definitively I.D.!
 
2. Auricularia aricula
 
The woods have ears
When a tree is dying.
Auricularia aricula
 
Genus: Auricularia
Ear-shaped to hear an aria
Auricularia
 
Species: auricula
Sucking life from trees like Dracula
Auricula
 
Auricularia aricula
Aria Dracula,
Suck and hear
Wood ears.
 
Stemless and brown, moist and gelatinous
Growing alone or in an overlapping group,
Perfect for hot and sour soup.
 
3. Laetiporus sulphureus
 
Laetiporus sulphureus
I hear it tastes like chicken.
 
Looks like spray foam insulation,
With orange and yellow pigmentation.
 
Laetiporus
Lae as in laying eggs
Laetiporus like a chicken chorus, (cluck cluck cluck)
Sulphureus
Sulphur yellow and so luxurious!
And I hear it tastes like chicken, chicken of the woods.
 
4. Hericium erinaceus
 
Hericium erinaceus
Furry tendrils are the tastiest.
Lion’s mane is food for the brain.
 

 

 



Hericium, hurry see ‘em!
Erinaceus is the tastiest,
Whitest and almost laciest.

Like Santa’s beard growing from a tree,
Or aging Simba’s goatee.
 
Hericium erinaceus
Furry tendrils are the tastiest.
 
5. Pleurotus ostreatus
 
Pleurotus ostreatus,
Bay oysters on the loose,
Without the ocean juice,
Folic among the moose.
 
Pleurotus ostreatus,
Use trees to reproduce,
But never on a spruce,
Only decidu-oos.
 
Pleurotus ostreatus,
Stacked up like a caboose,
Gilled stems help you deduce,
Delicious ostreatus.
 
6. Morchella esculenta
 
Spring rains bring out your umbrella,
Spring rains bring out the Morchella,
Morchella esculenta, tasty morels!
 
Everybody wants esculenta,
On their pasta, in their polenta,
Morchella esculenta, tasty morels!
 
Hollow on the inside,
Honeycomb cap,
 
Spring rains bring out your umbrella,
Spring rains bring out the Morchella,
Morchella esculenta, tasty morels!
 
Everybody wants esculenta,
On their pasta, in their polenta,
Morchella esculenta, tasty morels!
 
Hollow on the inside,
Honeycomb cap, morel
Rising from the ashes, tasty morels!
Morel!
 
7. Cantharellus cibarius
 
Assuming I name my hypothetical future daughter after a mushroom,
she will be Chanterelle!
 

 



Cantharellus
can’t be jealous
of any other delicacy
with flavor this nutty and heavenly

Cantharellus cibarius
color of a yellow bus
but lighter inside.
 
Cantharellus
I will be zealously
looking under every tree
checking for shallow gills that make a V.
 
Cantharellus cibarius
color of a yellow bus
but lighter inside.
 
Ah ha! Ah ha! Ah ha!
Checking for shallow gills that make a V!
 
8. Omphalotus illudens
 
Omphalotus illudens,
also known as Jack ‘O Lanter-ens,
bioluminescent mushroom friends.
 
They may look like a Chanterelle,
but eating them will take you to digestive hell.
Learn the differences well.
 
Jacks are pumpkin orange through and through,
While inside Chanterelles is a whiter hue.
Jacks grow in connected groups.
Chanterelles grow alone.
 
Cadenza: Chanterelle or Jack ‘O Lantern?
 
Is it a
Chanterelle or Jack ‘O Lantern?
 
9. Psilocybe cubensis
 
Oh my, Psilocybe
Oh my, Psilocybe
Psilocybe cubensis
 
Oh, mycelium in earth and in trees,
Hollowed be thy fruiting bodies.
Give us this day the moisture to fill your cells.
Give us keen eyes to see you well.
Give us the wisdom
 
I am god
 
(fragments of text from previous songs)

 



Arshia Samsaminia - Micro-Moments VI (2021)

Micro-Moments VI is part of a composition cycle "Micro-Moments" which is related to my
Doctoral thesis at Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. The idea is mainly to focus on
Persian ancient micro-intervals and Scales (Dastgāh/Maqām) with the HEJI notational
system approach which has been extended by Marc Sabat.
 
The compositional materials which I have used for “Micro-Moments VI” has as its
foundation of the three Maqāms (Zanguleh, Ushaq, Hosseini), recalculated from the book
"Jāmi al-Alhan” written in the 13th century by the Persian philosopher and theorist Abd
al-Qadir Maraghi. (notes by Arshia Samsaminia)

Jon Yu - Matter Level Perspective (2023)

The title of this piece was taken from a visual poem of the same name by the German-
born artist and poet Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven. There are two iterations of the poem,
and they each appear in a diagram form that creates a visual relationship amongst a
series of words such as “base,” “world,” “immured,” “circle container,” and “cosmic build.”
The words and their respective associations are used to guide the eyes in an unbroken
line of motion, where Freytag-Loringhoven’s thematic ideas and materials are constantly
shifting in weight and perspective. Her actual words themselves were not used in my
piece, but I instead tried to follow this concept of rotating and reorienting the same
material, in hopes of discovering new perspectives on a single object. (notes by Jon Yu)

Cristina Lord - the state of things (2019)

the state of things is a reflection on the impending threats of climate crisis, and the
failure of the American capitalist system to adequately address these threats thus far.
The first movement, “production,” attributes a large portion of these problems to industry,
with repetitive figures representing its linear and destructive nature. The second
movement, “accumulation,” represents the build up of pollutants, greed, and other toxins
which ultimately decay into collapse in the final movement, “suffocation.” (notes by
Cristina Lord)

Qi Li - Like a Dream (2018)

如梦令
         李清照

⼀
常记溪亭⽇暮，沉醉不知归路，
兴尽晚回⾈，
误⼊藕花深处。
争渡，
争渡，
惊起⼀滩鸥鹭。

⼆
浓睡不消残酒。
试问卷帘⼈，
却道海棠依旧。
知否？知否？
应是绿肥红瘦。

“To the tune 'As If in a Dream"
          Li Qingzhao

1
I often recall one sunset in a riverside pavilion.
Having drunk too much, I forgot the way home.
Knowing it was late, I started back in my boat at dusk
but paddled by mistake into a thick patch of lotuses.
Struggling to get out,
struggling to get out,
I startled a whole sandbar of egrets into flight.

2
Last night the rain was intermittent, the wind blustery.
Deep sleep did not dispel the lingering wine.
I tried asking the maid raising the blinds,
who said the crab-apple blossoms were as before.
“Don’t you know?
Don’t you know?
The greens must be plump and the reds spindly.



Eric Richards - Fire, Fire! (2016)

Eric Richards's Fire, Fire! is a setting of a poem by 16th century English composer, poet,
and physician Thomas Campion (1567-1620). While Campion's original setting makes use
of traditional text painting (fast notes evocative of flames), Richards's setting draws out
the inner conflict of the text in an array of multiple metric strands. Conflicting
subdivisions and pitches grind against each other like ill-fitting gears, reflecting the
poet's tortured mindset. (notes by Jeffrey Gavett)

Fire, Fire! by Thomas Campion
 
Fire, fire, fire, fire,
Loe here I burne in such desire,
That all the treares that I can straine
Out of mine idle empty braine,
Cannot allay my scorching paine.
Come Trent and Humber, and fyre Thames,
Dread Ocean haste with alll thy streames:
And if you cannot quench my fire,
O drowne both me, and my desire.
 
Fire, fire, fire, fire,
There is no hell to my desire:
See all the Rivers backward flye,
And th'Ocean doth his waves deny,
For feare my heate should drink them dry.
Come heav'nly showres then pouring downe;
Come you that once the world did drowne:
Some then you spar'd, but now save all,
That else must burne, and with me fall.

Carolyn Chen - Absence of reliable ghosts (2020)

Absence of reliable ghosts sets text from Divya Victor's poem, “Threshold,” in which a
speaker narrates her physical reactions to hearing the news of the shooting of Srinivas
Kuchibhotla on February 22, 2017, by a white supremacist who believed Kuchibhotla to
be an illegal immigrant. On this day, the speaker is pregnant and moving into her third
trimester, just as I was when I first read the poem in 2020 during global anti-racism
protests following the death of George Floyd. Sections of the poem move through
different perspectives on the experience of hearing of the shooting, from the fetus and
her development to the distortions of the pregnant and traumatized body, interacting
with histories of immigration deterrence, and the fear of the same violence enacted
against the speaker’s father and yet unborn child. The title of the piece comes from an
epigraph from Meena Alexander that begins the poem: “In the absence of reliable ghosts
I made aria.” (notes by Carolyn Chen)
 
Threshold by Divya Victor

1.
I had been carrying her
six months. Within
me, she could open
her eyes, she could tell
dark apart from light. She could know when daylight filtered
through the cathedral, a ray breaking the sticky pane
cranberry stained
glass womb.



2.
When I read the news
of the shooting, this belly
plumed into an apse— it distended upward, a balloon hollow
but leaden, these lungs lifted
here—this diaphragm fled, bore through
a tent made of ligament
& rope. The billow screeched
in these ears, pulled here— these legs apart these toes went numb & cold. The ground
beneath me collapsed, turned to dunes
& the sand quickened. Here— this belly carrying those pounds of flesh
began to take flight
in seconds it was
in – here— this mouth, pressing against here— these teeth— a pear balloon, hot flush
with wet wings beating, with wet wings thrashing
in these lungs. The breath
an ocean of blood. This skin
here—a dam, detonating. A pulse, here
pulling history
towards these feet.

3.
When I read the news
of the shooting, I was standing
in our library & this— here— this face fell
into a hundred sheets
sheaves of visas lost in monsoon floods
a long queue dispersing after bad news
passes through breath & beard
a susurrus of shaking heads, shrugged shoulders;
this— here— this face fell
apart in the quiet hum of the air-conditioning
soft surplice, lisping off me, the bone simply giving way the skin curling back, the cartilage
of this nose spilling
a bib over this— here— pale nightshirt.
I needed this face
to stay; I wanted
this face to flee
to abandon me the way rats do ships to stave off a starvation by drinking water
to make it to any shore, baby in mouth. I needed this — here—face because it was on my
visa.
I gathered it up— these knuckles
driftwood; these palms
sailcloth. These finger-tips
branched apart; each phalange dangled
—cheap pens at the mall’s Western Union
chained & paranoid about being taken elsewhere. The nails scratched the deck & that
sound
drowned the sough of crowds
migrating within one.

4.
When I read the news
of the shooting, it was warm & bright outside
the cumin spun into rasam, the curds set just right, I called my mother, it was dark & cold
where the news stained first, where the choke cleared brushwood for a pyre
where she was. I called out
to my husband; I thought about my father
but I did not call him.



5.
When I read the news
of the shooting, the blowback
was a flight from the fear of ever seeing
a photograph
of my father’s rib shattered, his blood
staining the pocket of his faded navy pique polo—
\the one he wears on Costco runs for bananas
& two-packs of Windex.
was a flight towards the pale band of skin on his wrist, where he keeps time—
how he looks older, more lost
when it isn’t hidden by his watch—
I pocketed this band for the alms I would offer myself
as I begged, in the months to come, for a place
on a curb not wet with blood, of a question not always cocked I remembered my father’s
future
as a passport-photo hung from an elm tree
as a headline
as a statistic gently rolling on a marquee.
That brown face, a stain between kin & ken
between breech & brotherhood on a floor near the boots
of citizens, Americans, men.

8.
When I read the news, the she in me was swollen & pressing, & I saw her dropping to
kneel her
brown belly
collapsed to a city’s curb
her skull crimson in the clouds
her sweet ear flung & clinging to a parapet. & at that cleft
for the first time, I saw —here—
her as mine & then, hearing canons sung in double-time
I knew being mine
would clip her life. So, I slipped this burning hand
into a place
where this body hammers at its heart
& I singed its edges & with shame I scorched a hole into the photograph
of an ancestor, blotted her dark
eyes out to whiteness, charred
her skin to a pale ash, turned
her folded hands into smoke, & I looked within this—here –belly
for those eyes that could tell
dark apart from light, & I wished
out loud
so she could survive—
live, I said,
in any skin, live.
February 22, 2017. Srinivas Kuchibhotla was shot in a bar in Olathe, Kansas, by Adam
Purinton, a white supremacist who believed that Kuchibhotla was an illegal immigrant
from Iran. The shooter yelled, “Get out of my country!” before he shot & murdered
Srinivas. Then, the shooter went to another local bar & bragged that he had shot an
immigrant.
On that day, I was pregnant & moving into my third trimester.



loadbang’s Collaborative Commissioning Fund is designed to commission
BIPOC composers with direct funding from the ensemble. This frees
loadbang from necessarily depending on the unreliable nature of traditional
foundation funding. White supremacy in New Music has sidelined and
excluded BIPOC composers, despite the important historical and
contemporary artistic contributions they have made to the field. loadbang
believes it is absolutely essential that the experiences, voices, and musical
art of these composers are heard and acknowledged as an integral part of
our musical landscape. This fund gives loadbang the flexibility and
autonomy to independently commission BIPOC composers and
compensate them appropriately for their work.  

Donate to the CCF at
loadbang.com or by scanning this

QR code: 



UPCOMING EVENTS:
April 15, 2023 - Steven Stucky Memorial Residency at Cornell University
For the final concert as the ensemble-in-residence at Cornell University through
the Steven Stucky Memorial Residency program, loadbang will be performing
works by student composers.

June 13, 2023 - Pop-Up Concerts at Miller Theater
We will be giving the world premieres of works by Sebastian Currier and 2022
Pulitzer Prize Winner Raven Chacon, as well as a work for loadbang by Chaya
Czernowin.

June 15-24, 2023 - Longy's Divergent Studio (Cambridge, MA)
loadbang is the ensemble-in-residence at the Longy School of Music's Divergent
Studio, an intensive summer program for student composers and performers of
contemporary music. Learn more at longy.edu

SUPPORT LOADBANG
loadbang operates as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization called Loadbang Inc. loadbang’s
mission is to commission new works, write works for the ensemble, and develop a unique
language of improvisation. loadbang also believes in the receptivity of children to
experimental art and is committed to bringing uncompromising sounds to young ears
through outreach programs.

To make a donation online, visit loadbang.com

HEAR PAST PERFORMANCES

http://longy.edu/

